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Abst rac t - - In  reliability-oriented design and optimization ofengineering systems, one needs vari- 
ous derivatives of the probability of systems urvival 
P(x) = P(yt < y(a(w),x) < Yu). 
Here, y = y(a, x) denotes the vector of response or output variables depending on the design or input 
vector x and the vector of random system parameters a = a(w); we assume that a(w) has a given 
probability density function ~o = ~o(a). Furthermore, ye, Yu are the vectors of given lower and upper 
bounds for y. There is shown that in many cases derivatives D£P(x) of arbitrary order ~_ can be ob- 
tained by applying an integral transformation Tx to the integral representation of P(x) such that the 
transformed domain of integration becomes independent of x. The derivatives result hen by inter- 
changing differentiation a d integration. Based on the mean value representations of D£P(x) found 
in the first part, estimations of the derivatives can be obtained by using several sampling techniques. 
Furthermore, having the mentioned integral representations, D£P(x) can be computed approximately 
by writing DiP(x) first as a Laplace integral and applying then the asymptotic expansion techniques 
known for Laplace integrals. 
Keywords--Differentiation of probability functions, Integral transformation, Laplace integral, 
Asymptotic expansion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The reliabil ity of a technical or economical stochastic system is measured usually by probabil i ty 
functions of the type 
and/or  
Here 
P(x)  = P(Y~i <- y i (a(w),x)  < Yui, i = 1, . . .  ,m) ,  (i) 
Pi(x) = P(Yti <_ yi(a(~), x) < Y~,i), i = 1 . . . .  ,m.  (1.1) 
y~ <_ y i (a,x)  < Yu~, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  (2) 
are the basic operating conditions or behavioral constraints for the underlying system, where 
Y = (Y l , . . . ,  Y, . . . .  , ym)', (3) 
are certain response, output  or performance variables, e.g., displacements, stresses, strains, forces, 
weight in structural  design or the total costs, deviations between the demand vector and the 
production output  in a production problem. The response variables yi are functions 
y~ = y~(a, x), i = 1 , . . . ,  m, (3.1) 
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of a decision r-vector 
x = (x l , . . . ,  xk , . . . ,  xr)', (3.2) 
and a parameter u-vector 
a = (e l , . . . ,  a j , . . . ,  av)', (3.3) 
where xk,  k = 1, . . . ,  r, are the determin ist ic  (nominal)  design, input variables or deterministic 
system coefficients, e.g., sizing variables, geometrical variables (e.g., nodal coordinates), degree 
of refinement of the material, manufacturing tolerances in technical design problems, or factors 
of production, production inputs in production problems; moreover, 
aj =a j (w) ,  j= l , . . . ,u ,  (3.4) 
are the random system parameters or coefficients, e.g., noise, material, load parameters, manu- 
facturing errors in technical design problems, or demands, technological coefficients, cost factors 
in production problems. We assume that the random u-vector 
a(w) = (al(w), . . . ,  a~(w)) ' ,  (3.5) 
is defined on a probability space (f~, 91, P) with a given distribution P; suppose that a(w) has a 
probability density function f = f (a ) .  Finally, 
Ye = (Ytl,. . . ,  Yti,..., Ytm)',  
Yu = (Yul,. •., Yu i , . . . ,  Yum)', 
(3.6) 
are the m-vectors of lower, upper bounds (margins) Y~i < Y~i, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  for the response 
vector y. In many concrete applications [1, 2] the bounds yei, yui are random. In this case they 
are modelled also as random variables 
Y~i = Yei(w), Yui = yui(W), i = 1 , . . . ,  m. (3.7) 
on ([2, 91, P). 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Structural reliability and design [3,4]. Here Yi = y i (a ,x ) ,  i = 1, . . . ,m,  are 
the relevant stress, strain, force, weight,.., variables of the structural system. The decision or 
design vector x involves the nominal values of certain sizing, geometrical or material variables; 
moreover, the random vector a = a(w) contains the random load components ofthe structure and 
describes, in addition, the random variations of the materials and the manufacturing processes. 
The reliability analysis of a mechanical structure is based on the fact that a structure can be 
represented as a combination of certain series and parallel subsystems. Hence, for a given, fixed 
design vector x, the systems failure domain V C R ~ can be represented [3, 5] by 
N K~ 
V= UV~' with V i :=NV/k ,  (4) 
i=1  k=l  
where the (i, k) th failure mode domain V~k is given by 
Y~k = {a  • R ~ : g~k(a,x) < 0}, (4.i) 
with the so-called limit state function gik : gik(a, X) of the (i, k) th failure mode. Typical examples 
are 
g~k(a, x) := y~k(a, x) -- Ye,ik, 
g~k(a, x) := Yu,ik -- y~k(a, z) ,  (4.2) 
where Yik = yik(a, x) is a structural response variable as described above. 
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pfi := P(Vi) = P(gik(a(w),x) < O, 1 < k < K~), (4.3) 
is a probability function of the type (1). Furthermore, for systems failure probability pf = pf(x),  
we have 
N 
pf := P(V  u u . . .  uvN)  = sj,N, 
j= l  
Sj,N := ~ P(V~, n V~ 2 n . . .  V~j), 
l ~Q < i2<...<ij ~_N 
with (4.4) 
(4.5) 
where 
P(V~lNVi2A."NVi j )=P(gi~k(a(w),x)<O, k= 1,. . . ,Ki~, g= 1 , . . . , j ) ,  (4.6) 
is again a probability of the type (1). Also, the well-known Bonferroni and Bonferroni-type 
bounds for p /a re  probability functions of type (1); see [6, 7]. 
In s tochast ic  opt imizat ion  of  systems (s t ructures)  [8-10], one finds very often reliability- 
oriented optimization problems of the type: 
(I) Find an input vector x E D (with D c ]R ~) such that 
P(x) ---+ max or ~b(Pl(X),...,Pm(x)) ~ max, (5) 
with a certain function ¢; 
(II) Given certain minimal probabilities a~, 1 < i < m, c~, respectively, find x E D such that 
P~(x) > ~i, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  and/or P(x) >_ (x, (5.1) 
and a certain objective function is optimized. 
Furthermore, in many considerations of systems reliability [3, 5], a main problem, besides 
the computation of the reliabilities P, Pi, is: 
(III) Determine the sensitivity of P = P(x), Pi = P~(x), i.e., the rate of change of P, Pi, with 
respect o certain input variables xk. 
Hence, in all three cases one needs information on the first--and also higher--order derivatives 
of the probability functions P(x), P~(x), 1 < i < m, with respect o the inputs xk, k = 1, . . . ,  r. 
Working through the relevant literature, one finds only a few works, see e.g., [11-13], con- 
taining analytical results on the differentiation of probability functions and parameter-dependent 
integrals. 
In [14], the concepts of several const ruct ive  d i f ferent iat ion methods  for probability func- 
tions were presented: 
(I) TRANSFORMATION METHOD. Apply a certain integral transformation T=, depending on the 
argument x, to the integral representation f P(x) such that the transformed omain of integra- 
tion of the basic multiple integral becomes independent of x. Then, the derivatives of P(x) follow 
simply by interchanging differentiation and integration. 
(II) STOCHASTIC COMPLETION AND TRANSFORMATION METHOD. In more complicated situa- 
tions, Method I can be applied after the insertion of a certain stochastic ompletion term 5 -- 5(w) 
within the random vector y = y(a(w), x) or within the event [y~ < y(a(w), x) <_ y~]. After trans- 
formation and differentiation as in the above case, the exact differentiation formula is obtained 
then by the limit process 5(w) --~ 0 in some probabilistic sense. 
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(III) METHOD OF ORTHOGONAL FUNCTION SERIES EXPANSION. Series representations of P = 
P(x) and its derivatives can be obtained by an orthogonal function series expansion (e.g., by 
Hermite, Legendre, Laguerre series) of the density f = f(y I x) of the random vector y = 
y(a(w), x). The coefficients aj = aj (x) of these series are defined by certain expectations, and the 
integrals over the basis functions can be evaluated analytically. Estimation techniques for aj (x) 
and approximations of the series by finite sums are available together with error estimates. 
(IV) COMBINATIONS OF METHODS I-Ill. Efficient schemes for the computation of probability 
functions P(x) and its derivatives can be obtained in many concrete situations by combining 
Methods I-III. Remaining expectations or multiple integrals can then be evaluated by sampling 
techniques or--after the representation of the integral as a Laplace integral--by means of asymp- 
totic expansions of Laplace integrals. 
A preliminary, short presentation of Methods (I) and (If) is contained in [15]; see [16, 17] also. 
In the following, the Transformation Method is considered for the differentiation of probability 
functions arising in chance constrained programming [18] and structural reliability analysis, see 
Example 1.1. 
2. TRANSFORMATION METHOD:  D IFFERENTIAT ION 
WITH THE HELP OF AN INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATION 
In many important cases, integral formulas for the first and also higher order derivatives of 
probability functions P, Pi can be obtained very easily by using a simple integral  t ransforma-  
tion. 
The basic principle can be described easily with the important probability functions 
P(x) := P(A(w)x < b(w)), 
Pi(x) := P(A~(w)x <_ bi(w) , 
(6) 
i= l , . . . ,m,  (6.1) 
occurring in the chance constrained programming approach to stochastic linear programs [8, 18]. 
Here, (A,b) = (A(w),b(w)) denotes a random m x (r + 1) matrix (with rows (A~,b~) and 
columns ak, b) having a known probability distribution. Obviously, setting 
y(a,x) = Ax - b with a:=(A,b), (7) 
Y~i := -co  with " < " in the left inequality, (7.1) 
Y~i := 0 with " <_ " in the right inequality, (7.2) 
P(x), Pi(x), defined by (6), (6.1), can be represented by (1), (1.1), respectively. Since (A(w), b(w)) 
has a probability density 
we have 
f = f(A,b) = f(al, . . . ,ar,  b), 
?- 
P(x) = f f (al , . . . ,  at, b) 1-I daj db, 
j= l  
f i  ajxj~_b 
j : l  
and Pi(x) can be represented by 
(8) 
Pi(x) = f 
r 
~_~ a~j xj <_ b~ 
j=l 
f i (a i l , . .  . , air, bi) I - I  daij db~, 
j= l  
(8a) 
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where 
fi = fi(A~, bi) = f i (a i l , . . . ,  a~r, b~) 
designates the (marginal) density of the random row vector (As(w), bi(w)). We assume that the 
integrals in (8) and (8.1) exist in the Lebesgue sense for each x under consideration. 
In order to find oP-~k (x) at points 
x o o o ,  = ..,x~) , t • I, • . ,Xk_l,t,3Ck~. (9 )  
where x~, j ~ k, are given fixed values for the components xj, j ~ k, and I is a certain interval 
in R with 0 ~ I, we consider the simple 1-1-transformation a = T(k)(q) in R re(r+1) defined by 
1 
ak :=- -qk ,  aj:=qj,  l <_j<_r, j#k ,  b:=q~+l. (10) 
Xk 
Applying (10) to the multiple integral in (8), P(x) may be represented [19, 20] by 
P(x) = f 
E qjxj+qk<b 
j,~k 
f q l ' ' ' "qk - l ' -~k 'qk+l ' ' ' "q r 'q r+ l  IX ['-----~ dqj. (11) 
Furthermore, by the integral transformation (Ai, bi) = T (i 'k)(qil,. . . ,  qir, qir+l) in R r+l defined 
by 
1 
aik := - -  qik, aij := qij, 1 <_ j <_ r, j ~ k, b~ := qir+l, (10a) 
Xk 
for Pi(x), xk # O, we find 
p (x) = f 
E qijxj+q,k<_qir+l 
j#k 
qik ) 1 r+l 
fi qix,...,qik-1, - - ,qik+l, . . . ,qir ,qir+l [-'~k] ]-[;--~l dqij, 
Xk 
(lla) 
i = 1,... ,m. Obviously, by using the integral transformations T (k), T (i'k), respectively, we end 
up with a region of integration/~k,/~ik being independent of the argument Xk. Thus, under 
weak assumptions, the derivatives of P and P~ with respect o xk can be obtained simply by 
interchanging differentiation and integration. For the formulation of corresponding regularity 
assumptions we need, in the case of P(x), the following notations: 
[~k := { (ql ' ' ' ' 'qr 'qr+l)  E (Rm)r+l : E qjx~ + -<qr+l}, (12) 
hk = hk(ql , . . . ,qr ,  qr+l ;X):=- akf q l , . . . ,qk - l ,  qk,qk+l,...,q.~,qr+l qk 
Xk Xk 
+ mf  ql , . . . ,qk-1,  qk,qk, . . . ,qr,qr+l (12.1) 
• k Ixkl 
where the existence of the gradient V~ f of the density f with respect o ak is presupposed for 
all arguments under consideration. 
Having these prerequisites, we can formulate the following differentiation formula. 
THEOREM 2.1. For a given, luted integer k, 1 < k < r, and given, fixed components x~,. . ., x~_ 1, 
X°k+l," " " ' Xr'° define the vectors x = x(t), t 6 R, by (9). Suppose that for a given interval 
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I C R with 0 q~ I the multiple integral in (8) or (10) exists and is finite for each x(t) with 
t E I. Furthermore, suppose that the function hk(ql , . . . ,  qr, qr+l; x(t)), defined by (12.1), exists 
for all t E I, and has an integrable majorant, i.e., a nonnegative measurable function Ilk = 
Hk(ql , . . .  ,qr+l), defined at least on [~k, such that 
Ihk(ql,... ,qr, qr+l; x(t))l _< Hk(ql . . . .  ,qr,qr+l), 
r+l 
Hk(ql , . . .  ,qr,qr+l) 1-[ dqj < +oo. 
[3k j= l 
Then, ~xP (x) exists for each x E {x(t) : t e I} and is given by 
rq-1 1/  
Oxk, (x) = hk(q l"" 'qr+l ;X)  H dqj - xk 
Bk j=l  ~ ajxj~_b 
j=l 
for a/1 t E I, (12.2) 
(12.3) 
divak (akf(A, b)) dA db, (13) 
where divak denotes the divergence with respect to the column ak. 
PROOF. Under the above assumptions we may interchange [19, 20] for each x E {x(t) : t E I} 
differentiation with respect o Xk and integration in i l l ) ,  hence, 
OP 0 / (  qk ) 1 r+l 
Cgxk(X)=-~Xk f ql,...,qk-1,--,qk+l,...,qr,qr+lxk 1-I dqj 
~,~ ' ' j= l  
r+ l  I "  
= / hk(ql, . . . ,qr,qr+l;X) 1-[ dqj. 
[3~ j= l J 
The second part of formula (13) is obtained then by applying the inverse transformation q = 
T(k)- 1 (a) given by 
qk:=Xkak, qj :=aj,  l <_j<_r, jCk ,  qr+l:=b. 
Obviously, the derivative of Pi can be obtained in the same way: Indeed, according to (11a), we 
define 
Bik := { (qil'' '' 'qi~'q~r+l)' E R~+l : jckE q~jx~ + q~k <-- qir+l } (12a) 
h~k = h~k (qil , . . . , qi~, qir+l; x) 
"- - x-~ [ Oaik q i l , . . . ,  qik-1, --'Xk qik+l,. . . ,  qi~, qi~+l --Xk 
+ fi qi l , . . .  ,qik-1, - - ,q ik+l , . . .  ,qir,qir+l 
xk IXk[ ' (12a.1) 
where, again for the vectors x -- x(t), t E I, defined by (9), we suppose that hik has an integrable 
majorant Hik; i.e., 
lhik(qil , . . . ,  qir, qir+l; x(t))l <- Hik(qi l , . . . ,  qir, qir+l), 
r+l 
/ H~k(q~l,... ,q~r,q~r+l)1"I dqij < +co. 
Bik j=l  
for all t E I, 
(12a.2) 
(12a.3) 
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Replacing now Bk, hk, Hl¢ in Theorem 2.1 by Bik, hik, Hik, respectively, the following consequence 
from Theorem 2.1 (for m := 1) is obtained. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that conditions (12a)-(12a.3) hold. Then °P~ (x~ axk j exists for each x E 
{x(t) : t E I} and is given by 
r+l 
OPi / hik(qil, , qir+l X) H dqij 
Oxk (z) . . . .  ; /~k j= l  
1 / 0 
Oaik (aikfi(Ai, bi) ) dAi dbi. Xk 
~ aij xj ~_b, 
j= l  
(13a) 
NOTE. 
(i) The condition "0 ¢ I" in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 can be removed, of course, by 
considering the limit xk ~ 0. Hence, if P, Pi, respectively, is continuously differentiable 
a tx°=(x~, . . ,  x ° O, o o ,  ' k- l '  Xk+l,... ,Xr) , then 
OP OP OPi OP~ 
Oxk (x°) = ~im ~ (x(t)), --Oxk (x°) = t-,olim ~ (x(t)), (13') 
where -aox~k(x(t)), ~x~(x(t)), respectively, is given by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1. 
(ii) If Xk ~ 0 for k E K, where K is an arbitrary, fixed subset of {1, . . . , r},  then, instead 
of (10), (10a), respectively, we can use the transformation a = TK(q), (Ai, bi) = T~ 'g 
(qi l , . . . ,  qir+l) defined by 
1 
ak :=--qk, k E K, aj :=qj, j @ K, b := qr+l, (10') 
Xk 
1 
aik:=--qik, kcK ,  a~j:=q~j, j~K ,  bi:=qir+l. (lOa') 
Xk 
Repeating the arguments leading to formulas (13), (13a), under corresponding assumptions as 
in Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.1, respectively, we also find the higher order  part ia l  derivatives 
DtP, DtPi of P, Pi with respect o the variables xtl, xt2,...  , xt~ :
1 / 
DtP(x) = (-1)" ~=1 xt, 
1 / 
DtPi(x) = (-1)8[i~= 1xg~ 
Bi (x) 
~,=1 i~=1 I-I~=10a~t~ ai~ f(A, b) dA db, 
(14) 
1-it=lOai& ait, fi(Ai,bi) dAidbi, (14a) 
where _g :=(/1, i2 , . . . ,  is) and B(x), Bi(x) denote the same region of integration as in (8) and (13), 
(Sa) and (13a), respectively. 
2.1. Representation of the Derivatives by Surface Integration 
Using the Gaussian divergence theorem, we obtain integral representations of oP ~ having 
integrands w i thout  involving der ivat ives of the densit ies f, fi which is more advantageous 
in some cases. 
We consider first the simpler case (13a). For given x, fulfilling the assumptions of Corollary 2.1, 
0P can be represented by 
oz--k ( z ) -  xk 
Bdx) 
div v (i'k) ( Ai, bi) dA~ dbi, (15) 
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where Bi(x):={(Ai, bi) E R r+l : (Ai, b,)~ _< 0} with & := (-~1), and the r-vector field v (i,k) = 
v(i'k)(Ai, bi) is defined by 
( aikfi(Ai, bi), j = k, 
vJ~'~)(A,, b~):= (15.1/ 
O, j#k .  
Obviously, O~(x):={(Ai, b~) • R r+l : (Ai, bi)~ = 0} is the hypersurface (here a hyperplane) of 
the domain of integration Bi(x), and, at a point (Ai, bi) E Oi(x) the unit outward normal vector 
to Oi(x) reads 
Thus, the divergence theorem yields 
n(Ai, bi) := I1~11" (15.2) 
OxkOPi -~1 / 115111 ] aikfi(Ai, bi)dO. (15.3) (x) =  v (i'k) (Ai, bi)'n(Ai, b~) dO = 
O~(z) O~(z) 
Since the hyperplane Oi(x) can be represented by the equation 
b~ = ¢~(Ai), Ai • IR r, with ¢i(Ai) := Aix, (15.4) 
the surface element dO at each (Ai, bi) • Oi(x) reads 
( / 
j=l \Oa~j/ ] 
Hence, from (15.3) and (15.5), we get also the following differentiation formula. 
COROLLARY 2.2. H the assumptions of Corollary 2.1 hold, then 
Oxk (x) = - aikfi(Ai, Aix) dAi. 
(15.5) 
(16) 
NOTE. The integrand of (16) does not involve any der ivat ives of the  dens i ty  fi. 
In order to derive now a corresponding representation for the more complicated formula (13), 
we note first that 
OP 1 f divv(k)(a) da, (17) 
Oxk (x) = - z~ 
s(x) 
where a :=(A1, bl,..., Am, bin)', cf. (7), and 
v (k)(a) (v~kl)(a),. (k) v(k) (a ~ (k) (k) , -~ . . ,Vlr  (a), l r+ l ,  ],' ' ',Vml(a),"',V(mk)r(a),Vmr+l(a)) 
is the m(r + 1)-vector field defined by 
v~k)(a) := ( 0,aikf(A'b)' Jelse.= k, i = 1,... ,m, (17.1) 
The hypersurface O(x) of the domain of integration 
B(x) = {a 6 Rm(r+l): (A,,b~):~ <O, i= 1, . . . ,m},  (17.2) 
where ~ (-1), is given by the union O(x) m , = x = [-Ji=l O (x) of the partial hypersurfaces 
O~(x) := {a • B(x):  (A~, bi) & = 0}, i = 1 . . . .  , m, (17.3) 
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which have also the representation 
bi = ¢i (a i ) ,  a i E B i (x ) ,  with ¢ i (a  i) := Aix, 
where a ~ :=(A l ,b l , . . . ,A i - l ,b i - l ,A i ,A i+i ,b~+l , . . . ,Am,  b ) ~ and 
Bi(x):= {a i c Rm(~+l)-' : (Ai,bj)3: <_ O, j ¢ i}. 
(17A) 
According to (17.3), the unit outward normal vector n(a) = ni(a) to O(x) at a E &(x) is given 
by 
1 hi(a) = ~(0  .... ,O,...,xl,x2,...,x~,-1,...,O,...,O)', (17.5) 
where ni(a) has zero entries up to the positions (i,j), j = 1, . . . , r , r  + 1, with the entries 
x l , . . . ,  x~,-1,  respectively. Having (17.1)-(17.3), (17.5), according to the divergence theorem, 
we find 
oxkOP (x) = ---xkl f v(k)(a)~n(a)dO = ---xkl ~i=l / v(k)(a)~n~(a) 
O(x) O~(x) 
_ 1 ~-~ / aikf(A,b)dO. II ll 
O~(x) 
dO 
(17.6) 
Because of the representation (17.4) of O~(x), the surface element dO on O~(x) at each a = 
(a i, bi) E Oi(x), i.e., bi = ¢i(ai), a i E Bi(x), is given by 
\ Oaij / + \ ~ j  ] dai = II~ll da~" 
i , j= l  " " 
(17.7) 
A representation f oP {x ~ without  involving derivatives of the densi ty  f(A, b) is obtained ~xk k ] 
now from (17.6) and (17.7): 
COROLLARY 2.3. If the assumptions in Theorem 2.1 hold, then 
aP m f - -  ~ m E Oxk (x) 
i= l  B i (x  ) 
aikf(A1, bl,..., A~-I, bi-1, A~, Aix, Ai+l, bi+l,..., Am, bm) da ~. (18) 
NOTE. Having (16), (18), by means of Method II, see Section 1, also cases with nondifferentiable 
densities fi, f can be treated in similar way. 
3. THE D IFFERENTIAT ION OF  STRUCTURAL REL IAB IL IT IES  
In structural reliability and design, see Example 1.1, the probability of survival (safety) of a 
structure (structural system) can be represented by 
P(x) = P(g(u(a(w), x)) >_ 0). (19) 
Here, u = u(a, x) denotes the m-vector of the basic displacement variables u~ = ui(a, x), i < 
i < m, depending on the r-vector x of nominal  design variables xk and the random parameter 
vector 
a = a(w):= (p(w) ~ (19.1) 
30:316-Y 
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where F = F(w) is the random load m-vector of the structure and p = p(w) is a vl-vector of 
further stochastic structural parameters such as elastic moduli, manufacturing errors. Moreover, 
g : Rm ~ Rml is a given vector function selected such that the inequality 
g(u(a, x)) >_ O, (19.2) 
describes the relevant behavioral constraints, e.g., certain displacement and stress constraints. 
From structural mechanics [21], we know that the displacement vector u(a, x) is given by 
u(a, x):= K(p, x)-lF, (19.3) 
where K -- K(p,x) denotes the stiffness m > m matrix of the structure. Assuming in the 
following--without restrictions--that p(w), F(w) are stochastically independent random vectors 
having probability densities fl = fl(p), f2 = f2(F), we find 
P(x) = P(g(u(a(w),x)) >_ O) = f fl(p) f2(F)dpdF. (20) 
g (g (p ,x ) -  1 F) :>0 
Hence, we consider--for given vector x--the transformation Tx given by 
(F )  ( ql ) (q l )  (21) = Tx(q):= K(ql,x)q: ' q= q2 " 
Since K(p, x) is positive (semi)definite, the absolute value of the functional determinant of Tx 
reads 
/'~OT~ 
det L-~q (q)) = det(K(ql,x)). (21.1) 
Applying (21), (21.1) to the integral in (20), we find 
I f l  (ql) f2(K(ql, x)q2) det(K(qi, x)) dql dq2, (22) P(x) 
where 
cf. (11), (lla). Since the domain of integration/~ in (22) does not depend on the design vector x, 
we may proceed now as in the development of the differentiation formulas (13), (13a), i.e., under 
some additional weak assumptions, we may differentiate (22) by interchanging differentiation and 
integration. Since 
0 OK 
Ox---k det(K(ql, x)) = det(g(ql, z)) tr(g(ql, x) -10-~-xk (ql, z)), (22.2) 
where "tr" designates the trace of a matrix, we set 
, OK 
hk(ql, q2; x) := fl(ql) Vf2(K(ql, x) q2) ~-~xk (ql, x) q2 
1 OK } + f2(K(ql,x) q2)tr(K(ql,x)- ~-~xk(ql,x)) det(K(ql,x)); (22.3) 
clearly, the existence of the gradient Vf2(F) of f2(F) is presupposed here for all arguments under 
consideration. 
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THEOREM 3.1. For a given fixed integer k, 1 < k ( r, and given components x~, ~ ~ k, define 
x = x(t) again by (9). Suppose that for a given interval I c R the multiple integral (20) 
or (22) exists and is finite for each x = x(t) with t E I. Furthermore, suppose that the function 
hk(ql,q2;x(t)), defined by (22.3), exists for all t e I and has an integrable majorant, i.e., a 
nonnegative measurable function Ilk = Hk(ql, q2), defined at/east on B, such that 
[hk(ql, q2; x(t))l _< Hk(ql,q2), for all t E I, (22.4) 
Hk(ql, q2) dql dq2 < +ec. (22.5) 
Then oP (x) exists for each x 6 {x(t)  : t 6 I}  and is given by Oz~ 
OP f 
(x) = ] hk(ql, q2; x) dql dq2 
Oxk J 
/ 
g(K(p,x)-l F)>_O 
=/  
g(~(a,~))>0 
f l (P){Vf2(F) '~xk(P,x)K(p,x)- IF  
+f2(F) t r (  K(p'x)- lcoK )}  ~xk (p, x) dpdF 
dive (-~-~(a,x)) ~--~k(a,x))da, f(a) Ou -1 (23) 
where a = (~), f(a) = fl(p) f2(F) and u = u(a, x) is the vector of displacement variables defined 
by (19.3). 
PROOF. Under the above assumptions, we may interchange [19, 20] for each x E {x(t) : t E I} 
differentiation with respect o Xk and integration in (22); hence, 
cOP_ cO /f l(ql)f2(K(ql,x)q2)det(K(ql,X))dqldq2= f hk(ql,q2;x)dqldq2. (23.1) 
cOxk Oxk 
The second and third equation in (23) is obtained then from (22.3), (23.1) by applying the inverse 
transformation 
(el) :T:I(PF) : ( P ) 
q = q2 K(p,x) - lF  " 
NOTE. By iteration of this procedure, higher order partial derivatives DtP(x), e_ = (gl,... ,  gs), 
of P(x) with respect o x~l, . . . ,  x~, can also be obtained, cf. Section 2. 
4. EXTENSIONS 
4.1. More  Genera l  Funct ions y = y(a, x) 
In generalization of the vector-valued functions y( a, x) = Ax - b and y( a, x) = g( u( a, x ) ) = 
g(K(p, x) - l F )  treated in Sections 2 and 3, we consider the class of m-vector functions y = y(a, x) 
given by 
2 y(a, x):= g(Q(O)(x, a 1) a o, Q(1)(x, al) a~,..., Q(P)(x, alp) a2). (24) 
Here 
(i) g --- ~(q0, q l , . . . ,  qp) is a given m-vector function on R ~°2 x R ~12 x . . .  x R u.2, where v~2 >_ 1, 
g -- 0, 1 , . . . ,  p, are given integers, 
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(ii) Q(e) = Q(e)(x,a~) is a regular vt2 × vt2 matrix for each g = 0,1, . . .  ,p and each (x,a~) in 
a convex subset of R r x R vtl , where Utl >_ 0 is a given integer and va -- 0 means that Q(e) 
is independent of a, 
(iii) (a~, a2), ~ = 0, 1 , . . . ,  p, is a partition of the vector a into disjoint va-, vt2-subvectors of a. 
Important special cases of (24) are given by 
P P 
y(a, x) = yo(x) + E ~,oe(x)Utae = yo(x) + E Ht(~oe(x)at), (24.1) 
t= l  t= l  
where Y0 -- yo(x) is a given m-vector function, ~oe = cot(x), g = 1,. . .  ,p, are given real valued 
functions, and H~,g = 1,. . .  ,p, are given m > vt matrices; furthermore, al,...  ,ap is a partition 
of a into vt-subvectors. An interesting special version of (24.1) reads 
P 
y(a, ~) -- y0(x) + ~ ~(x)  at, (24.2) 
t= l  
where /]1 ---- " '"  ~ /]p ---- m.  
It is easy to see that a large class of functions y = y(w, x) depending on a random element w • 
(~, 91, P) can be modelled--at least approximately (with arbitrary accuracy)--by functions of the 
type (24.1), (24.2): Indeed, if the components yi(w, x), i = 1,..., m, of y(w, x) are approximated 
by Taylor polynomials of a certain order at a reference point x °, then 
_~EA 
where A is a certain set of (vector valued) indices, 
Deyl(w, x°) 
I rI a~_:= - , W_(z) := (~t, - t~), (25.1) 
t= l  
D~y~(w, x °) / 
and De_ denotes the derivative with respect o variables xe~, xe2,. . . ,  xe~ with (ll, g2,. . . ,  t~) --~_. 
In case (24), the derivatives of the probability function 
P(x) = P(Ye <- y(a(w), x) < y~), (26) 
can be obtained again easily by using here the integral transformation T~: 
~ai~ ( 1 ) qt , £=0,1 , . . ,p .  (27) \a 2] := Q(t)(x,q~)-lq2 
If the random vector a = a(w) has a probability density f = f(a), then (27) yields 
/ " dq~ dq 2 P(x) = f(qlo,Q(O)(x ' 1,--1 2 1 -1  2 (28) qo) qo,...,q~,Q(°)(x,qo) %) 1-[ [detQ(t)(x,q~)] 
t~o 
_ f (q lo ,O(O) (x  ' 1 , -12  1 -1  2 Hdq l '  - qo) qo,...,qlp,Q(°)(x, qp) qo) HldetQ(t)(x,q~) t 
t--=o £=--o 
where 
{(ql) } /~ := E R v ql q2 : e R vl , Yt ----~ (q2, q2 . . . .  , q2) ~ y~/, , 
$2.= {q2 • R~:  yt _< ~(q~,ql ~ . . . .  ,q.~) < y .} ,  
(28.1) 
(28.2) 
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with 
P ( , ,  1), g qX:= q~ ,ql , . . . ,q  , b'l:= tt£1, 
~=0 
P 
z q2 := qo, ql ,. • •, qp , U2 := Ue2, u = Ul + U2. 
g=0 
For the differentiation of the right-hand side of (28), we need the following formulas, ef. (22.2), 
OQ(e)-I 
_ Q(e)-i OQ (e) Q(e)-I, ~ det Q(e) = det Q(e) tr (Q(e)-i  OQ (e) ~ (29) 
Oxk Ozk Ozk Ozk )" 
Since Q(e)(x, q~), t = O, 1,. . . ,  p, are regular (by assumption) for all arguments under considera- 
tion, we find 
sgn(detQ(e)(x,q~)) = ee, g = 0, 1,... ,p, for all (x,q), 
where ee, g = 0, 1, . . . ,  p, are fixed values from -1, 1. Hence, under assumptions on y = y(a, x) 
and f = f(a) corresponding to the assumptions in Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, 
here we find by interchanging differentiation and integration in (28) and using (29) 
p 
OP f 1 2 1 2 x) r rd  i d 2 H qe qe, (30) Oxk(X) = hk(qo,qo,...,qp,qp; 
g=O 
where 
.,qp,qp;x):= {LVa~f(ql,Q(°)(x,q~)-lq2, • qlp, Q(P)(x, 1, -1  2W hk (q~,q~,.. 1 2 _ .., qp) qp) 
g=O 
~(e)r x .1~-1 OQ(e)lx, ql ) (e) 1 -1 2 
x w ~, ,'~eJ ~xk ~, e Q (x, qe) qe 
_{_f (ql ,O(O)(x, 1, -1  2 ,qp, O (X, qp) qp) %) qo,... 1 (p) 1-1 2 
x Et r  Q(e)(x,q~)-lOQ(e)" 1,'~ P 
-:---tx'q~)lOxk / IdetQ(e)(x'q~)l (30.1) 
t~=O = 
Then, by inverse transformation, cf. (27), we find 
Oxk(X) = _ f ~-~ Va~f(a~,a2,...,alp, a2p)'Q(')(x,a~) -1 (x,a~)a~ 
S(~) e=o 
+f  1 2 1 ( (e )  x a{)-iOQ(e)t l , '}d  a (ao,ao,...,a#,a~)tr Q ( , ¢. --~xk G, au j  
=-  / / Ld iva~ (f(a)Q(e)(x,a~) - l~(x ,a~)  a2) }da, 
B(x) ~" t=0 
(31) 
where 
B(x) = {a e R ~ : ye <_ y(a,x) < Yu}. (31.1) 
Using the Gaussian divergence theorem, equation (31) may be also represented--for given fixed 
vector x--by 
o, f Oxk (x) = - v (k) (a; x)' n(a; x) dO, (32) 
o(x) 
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where the hypersurface O(x) is the boundary of B(x), n(a; x) is the unit outward normal vector 
to O(x) at a point a E O(x); moreover, the (v-)vector field v (k) = v(k)(a; x) is given by 
v(k)(a; X) := f(a) 
0 o 
Q(O)(x, 1 -10  ()  1 2 ao) ~(x ,  ao)ao 
0 
a l \ - i  00(t) ~ l~a2 Q(1)( x, 1) -'~x~ (x, al) 1 
0 
, Q(p)(x, a l~- l ° - -~tx  al~a 2 
P] Ox~ k , p) p/  
(32.1) 
We observe that (32.1) does not involve any derivatives of the density f = f(a). Because of (31.1) 
the boundary hypersurface O(x) of B(x) can be represented by 
O(x) = 6 Or(x), (33) 
t= l  
where the hypersurfaces Or(x), t = 1,. . . ,  T, with an integer T = T(X), are given by 
o~(z) = {a e R~:  y,,(a, ~) = y~,~,},  (33.1) 
with integers it = it(z) E {1,.. .  ,m} and indices At = At(x) E {t,u}, t = 1,2,. . .  ,~-. Hence, 
~Ta Yit (a; x) 
,~(a; ~) = ~ IIVo y~,(a; z)ll' 
fo raEOt (x ) ,  t= l ,2 , . . . ,T ,  (33.2) 
where ct = ~t(x) is an integer with et E {-1, 1}. We have that 
Vayi(a,x):= 
I VQyi(a, x) 
Va] Yi (a, x) 
V~] yi(a, x) 
~Ta~yi.(a, x)
Va~yi(a, z) 
V@yi(a, x), 
hence, equations (32.1)-(33.3) yield 
Va~yi(a, x) 
(0){ x a l~ 'V  "~" . .  Q , ,  o] qo~(QtU)(x,a~)a2, • ,Q(P)(x,a~p)a~) 
Va] Yi(a, x) 
Q(1)(x, a~)'Vq, ~i(Q(°) (x, a~) a], . . . , Q(P)(x, a~)a 2) 
Va, yi(a, x) 
, Q(~)(z, a~)'%~ ~,(Q(°)(~, ao ~) aL. . . ,  Q(~)(~, a~)~) 
(33.3) 
£/ 
Oxk (X) = -- f(a) (a, x)lIV~yi, (a, x)II 
t : l  Or(x) 
= -~_, I(a) (a,X)llVayi<(a,x)ll2) t=l Or(x) 
(34) 
where 
Va yi~ (a, x) 
dO = ~t IiVa yi, (a, z)l t dO, 
is the d i rected surface e lement at a point a E Ot(x). 
(34.1) 
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In the important special case it = is for all t = 1 , . . . ,T and a fixed integer is, 1 < is 5 m, 
which occurs, e.g., for m = 1, we get again with the divergence theorem 
(35) 
REMARK. Related representations by means of an integral over the sum of certain lower-dimen- 
sional surface integrals can be obtained if (31) is written first in the form 
Z(X) = - / / c@)(c2;c1,z)da2 da’, where 
B(+‘) 
(31’) 
( 
I 
& := ajf 9 
0, ai’,...,ap , > j=1,2, and 
B(x 1 a’) :={a2 : ye L ~(Q(‘)(z, aA) a:,. . . , Q(P)(x, al) a2) 5 yU}. P P 
5. COMPUTATION OF PROBABILITIES 
AND ITS DERIVATIVES BY ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
OF INTEGRALS OF LAPLACE TYPE 
5.1. Computation of Structural Reliabilities and Its Sensitivities 
The computation of reliabilities of mechanical structures is a well-established method; see, for 
example, [22-251. In the following, we examine the potential of this technique to yield also the 
corresponding sensitivities, i.e., the derivatives of the probabilities of survival with respect to 
certain design variables or deterministic system parameters Xk . 
According to (22) and (23) the probability function Dcc~P(x) := P(z) and its partial derivative 
D(k)Pb) := E( ) cc can be represented jointly by the formula 
D(e)P(X) = s ce(ql,qz;x)fl(ql)dqldqz, e = 0,l) . . . ) T-, (36) 
B 
where ce = ce(qi, q2; x) denotes the multiplier of fl(q1) in the integrand of (22), the multiplier of 
f&i) in (22.3), respectively. Note that for the higher order partial derivatives DeP(z), we get, - 
under corresponding assumptions, 
QP(x) = s q(qm;x:) h(a) 41 da, (36.1) 
B 
with a more complicated function cp = ce(q1, q2; x), cf. (14)) (14a). 
In order to return to the primary variables a = (F) without involving the argument x, we 
consider in (36) the integral transformation 
(:;) = s(F) := ( K(po,:o)-‘F) ( (37) 
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where (Po, xo) • R vl x R m is any fixed pair  of vectors such that K(po, xo) is positive definite. 
Application of (37) to (36) yields 
where 
D(t)P(x)= / 
s-~([~) 
=/ 
s-~(~) 
1 ct(p, K(po, x0)- 1F; x) fl(P) dpdF 
det(K(po, Xo)) 
Ct(p, F; x) fl(P) f2(F) dpdF, (38) 
= / Cdr(z);x)(2r)-("+m)/2exp(-}][z[12)dz, (40) 
r-l(S-l(~)) 
where E means the expectation, 1M denotes the characteristic function of a set M and 
0}, :  
of course, a corresponding representation holds also for DtP(x), see (38a). 
Let z* = (: i )  denote the projection of the origin 0 = (o~) in R vl x R m onto the closed set 
F - I (S - I (B ) ) .  According to (40.1), we find Zp = 0, and z~ is the projection of OF onto 
ZF :___ {Z F • ]~m : g(g(po,xo)-i r,F(ZF)) ~_ 0}. (40.2) 
Moreover, let 
8" := IIz*ll = IIz;~ll. (40.3) 
1 1 (38.1) Ct(p, F; x) := ct(p, K(po, x0)- lF ;  x) det(K(p0, x0)) f2(F) '  
Clearly, for DtP(x), we find the related formula 
DtP(x ) = f Ct(p,F;x) fl(P) f2(F) dpdF, (38a) 
S-l(~) 
where Ct(p, F; x) follows from (38.1) by replacing c~ by Q, see (36.1). 
Representing the random vector a(w) = (P(~)~ by XF(~)] 
( Fp(zp(w)) 
F(w)] \ F F(zF(w) ' 
where 
(i) F (z )= { Fp(zp) I k FF(ZF) ] is a sufficiently smooth 1-1-transformation in R vl x R m, and 
(ii) z (w)= f Zp(W) \ zf(w)] is a N(0,/)-normal distributed random (vl ÷ m)-vector, we find 
D(~)P(x) = Els_l(h)(a(w)) C~(a(w); x) 
= E ls_ , (h  ) (F(z(w))) Ce(F(z(w)); z) 
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In the following, we assume that 
/9* is "large" (in the sense that P(Hz(w)[[ </9*) is close to 1). (41) 
REMARK. If OF qL ZF, i.e., 3" > 0, then condition (41) can be fulfilled in many cases by an 
appropriate selection of the vectors P0, x0 in the stiffness matrix K(po, Xo). If 0 E int ZF, and 
therefore/3* = 0, then condition (41) can be reached by replacing first/~ by its complement/~c 
and considering, therefore, Pl(X) := 1 - P(x) instead of P(x). It is easy to see that the case of 
multiple projections of O onto F- I(S- I( /~)) can be reduced to the case of a unique projection, 
cf. Section 5.2. Hence, we suppose here that z* is determined uniquely. 
Under assumption (41), we apply to the integral in (40) the integral transformation i  ]l( ~l+m 
defined by 
z := 3*w. (42) 
We obtain 
D(e)P(x) = (27r) -(vl+m)/2/9*wl+m i(3.2), (43) 
where the integral I = I(A) of Laplace type  [26] is given by 
I( A ) := f Ce(F(/9* w); x) exp (), ( -~ ,[w,,2) ) dw. (43.1) 
~e~. r-l(s-l(~)) 
Note that a corresponding representation can be derived also for DtP(x), cf. (38a), (40). 
Since/9* is large by assumption (41), the integral (43.1) can be evaluated now analyt ica l ly  by 
using the theory of asymptotic expansions [26]. 
THEOREM 5.1. I[ the above assumptions hold, then we have the expansion (being asymptotically 
exact for 3* --* +oo) 
1 Ce(F(z*);x) 1 ( 1 ) D(e)P(x) ~ (27r)1/2/9 * ij(w.)[1/2 exp - /3 *2 , (44) 
where J(w*) is given by 
J(~*) : ~*'Q(~*) ~*. (44.1) 
Here, Q(w*) is the matrix of cofactors of the matrix 
Q(w*) := - (I + #*V2¢(w*)), (44.2) 
where ~b(w) = ~b(w;w*) is a function such that the hypersurface of (1//9")r-1(s-1(/~)) in a 
neighbourhood U(w*) of w* is given by the set 
{~ e u(~*) :  ~(w;~*) -- 0}, (44.3) 
and p* is determined by the equation 
1 : Ilw*ll -- ~*[[VC(w*)[I. (44.4) 
REMARK. 
(i) The matrix (cof ast) of cofactors of a matrix A = (ast) is defined by cof a~t :=(-1)  ~+t 
x detA (s,t), where A (s,t) is the matrix resulting from A by deleting the s th row and t TM 
column of A. 
(ii) If (1/ /9")F- I (S- I (B))  has a plane hypersurface in a certain neighbourhood of w*, then 
IQ(w*)l = 1. 
(iii) A corresponding asymptotic expansion holds, of course, also for DtP(x ). 
For the numer ica l  computat ion  of D(e)P(x) we have now the (asymptotically exact) ex- 
pansion (44). On the other hand, because of the mean value representat ion  (40) of D(e)P(x) 
and (38a) of DtP(x ), the derivatives of order (~), _~, respectively, can he estimated, of course, also 
by ordinary sampling techniques. 
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5.2. Numerical  Computat ion of Derivatives of the Probabil i ty Functions Arising in 
Chance Constrained Programming 
The technique of asymptotic expansion of integrals applied in Section 5.1 to the computation 
of reliabilities and its sensitivities of mechanical structures i considered now for the computation 
of the probability functions and its derivatives treated in Section 2. Note that for m = 1 and 
f := f~ the class of functions P = P(x) contains also the functions Pi = Pi(x), i = 1,. . . ,m; 
see (6), (6.1). 
For simplification, in the following we assume that xj ~ 0 for all j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  r. Hence, using 
transformation (10'), corresponding to representations (11) of D(o)P:=P and (13) of D(k)P 
._ OR k > 1, for D(e)P, g =- 0, 1, ., r, we have the joint representation 
• - -  CqXk~ -- • . 
r+ l  
D(e)P(x) = / he(q1,..., qr, qr+l; x) H dqj, 
j= l  
~-~ qj ~_q,,+l 
j= l  
where he, ~ = O, 1,..., r, is given as follows: 
ho(ql,..., q~, q~+l; x) := f/{-q--~ , . . . ,  
\Xl  
-~ q,+l) f I 1 
x~ ' Ixjl m' j=l 
(45) 
(45.1a) 
Ca(A, b; x) f(A, b) dA db = EI[A~O<b] (A(w), b(w)) Ct(A(w), b(w); x)), (47) 
1 
Ce(A,b;x) :=he(G°al,.. .  ,~°ar, b;x) 11 ]G°I (47.1) j=l f(A, b)' 
and l[A(O_<b] denotes the characteristic function of [A~ ° _< b] :={(A,b) E ]R m(~+l) : A~ ° < b}. 
Note that in (47) we have now again a fixed region of integration, cf. (38), (38a); furthermore, 
we observe that (47) contains a mean value representation of D(e)P(x). 
Using then the representation 
(A(w), b(w)) = F(Z(w), z(w)), (48) 
cf. (39), where F is a sufficiently smooth 1-1-transformation in the space of m x (r + 1) matrices 
and (Z(w), z(w)) is a random m x (r + 1) matrix having stochastically independent normal 
distributed elements with mean zero and variance 1, corresponding to (40) here we find 
D(oP(x)= f Ce(F(Z,z);x)(2rr)-m(r+l)/2exp(-1,,(Z,z),,2) dZdz, (49) 
I ' -1  ([AgO_<b]) 
where 
D(e)P(x)= / 
A(°<b 
and, for ~ := k _> 1, 
Oho 
hk(q l , . . . ,  qr, qr+l ;  X) :=  ~-~x (ql , . . . ,  qr ,  q r+ l ;  X) 
1 Va~f ql,. q___r qr+l q__kk+m f ql , ,qr+l Ira" (45.1b) - xk \x~ ""x~' Xk '"" [Xj j=l 
Corresponding to the integral transformation (37) for (36), here we consider the transformation 
0 qj :=Gjaj ,  j = 1,... ,r,  qr+l :=b, (46) 
with a fixed vector G ° :=(G°,...,  G°) ' such that G ° ¢ 0 for all j = 1, . . . ,  r. Applying (46) to the 
integral (45), we find for ~ = 0, 1, . . . ,  r 
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where II(Z, z)l t denotes the Euclidean norm of (Z, z) and 
{ } r-l([A~ ° < b]) = (Z,z) e R re(r+1) : F(Z,z) -1  -< 0 . (49.1) 
If the m(r + 1) random matrix (A(w), b(w)) has a joint normal distribution with mean (A, b) and 
an m(r + 1) x m(r + 1) covariance matrix R, then the transformation (A, b) -- F(Z, z) reads 
(41, bl) + (Zl, Zl,..., Zm, zm)V (1) 
r (Z ,z ) :=  " " " ' , (50)  
(Am, bin) + (Z1, z l , . . . ,  Zm, zm) V (m) 
where (As, bi), (Z~, z~), i = 1 , . . . ,m,  are the rows of (A, b), (Z, z), respectively, and V (i), i = 
1,. . . ,m, are m(r + 1) × (r + 1) submatrices of the m(r + 1) × m(r + 1) matrix V such that 
R = V'V. Hence, in case (50) for (49.1) we find 
F-I([A~ ° _< b]) = {(Z,z) E ]Rm(~+l): Ai~ ° -b i  
Let (Z*,z*) denote the projection of the origin (0,0) of R "~ × ll~ TM onto the closed subset 
F-I([A~ ° < b]) of R mr × ]Rm; multiple projections of (0, 0) onto this set are denoted by (Z'J, z'J), 
j = 1, . . . ,  ~. Corresponding to (40.1)-(40.3), here we define 
•* := H(Z*,z*)ll (=H(z*J,z*J)[[, I< j<L) ,  (51) 
where II(Z*, z*)l ] denotes the Euclidean norm of the matrix (Z, z). If F is defined by (50), then 
(Z*, z*) can be computed analyt ical ly,  e.g., if m -- 1, then 
z.;__ [[y~o[[2, with 
I-4~ ° - bl 
e*  = I I ( z* , z* ) I I  - i i v~o l  I (50 .2 )  
We consider now the following two cases: 
CASE A. 
i ,~,-N k 
(0,0) ~t F-I([A~ ° 
if F is defined by (50), then (52) holds if and only if 
~o ~ ~. (52a)  
CASE B. 
(0,0) e int(F-l([A~ ° _< b])); (52.1) 
i.e., (0, 0) is contained in the interior of 
G:=r-I([A~ ° < b]). 
Obviously, (52.1) holds if F(0,0)(~_°I) < 0; if F is defined by (50), then this is guaranteed by 
A~ ° < ~. (51.1~) 
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Next, we show that Case B can be reduced to Case A: For the complement Gc of G, we get 
G c = F-I([A~ ° ~ b]) = [~ F- I ( [A~ ° > bi]). 
i-----1 
If (52.1) holds, then 
(0,0) ct(G c) = ce(r-l([A  ° b])), (52.2) 
where "cg" denotes the closure of a set. Since condition (52.2) corresponds to (52), we consider 
the probability function 
PC(x) := P(A(w)x "~ b(w) . (53) 
Since P(x) + PC(x) -- 1, we have 
DtP(x ) - -DtPC(x), for arbitrary _~. (53.1) 
Furthermore, it is easy to see that 
D(~)PC(x)= f Ct(A,b;x)f(A,b)dAdb, (53.2) 
A ~O ,i~ b 
where Ct(A, b; x) is given by (45.1), (47.1). Hence, because of (53)-(53.2) and (52.2), in Case B 
the asymptotic expansion of D(~)P(x) = -D(t)pc(x) can be obtained by the same methods as 
in Case A which is treated now. 
Because of (52), we have (Z*,z*) ~ (0,0), and therefore, /3* > 0, cf. (51). Corresponding 
to (42), we use here the 1-1-transformation in R re(r+1) 
(Z, z) := ~*(W, w), (54) 
of the integral (49), which yields 
D(t)P(x) = (2~r) -m(~+1)/2/3 *m(~+l) I(/3"2), (55) 
where the integral I = I(~), A _> O, given by 
I()~) := f C~(F(/3*(W,w));x)exp(-l~,,(W,w),,2), (55.1) 
(1/B*)F-~([A~°<_b]) 
is an integral of Laplace type,  cf. (43), (43.1). Under the condition 
/3* is "large", (56) 
cf. (41), we can approximate i(f~.2) by 
i(f~.2) ~ _~(f~.2), (56.1) 
where/~ =/~(A) is an asymptotic expansion [26], I(A) ,~ I(A) as A --. c~, of the integral I(A). 
According to [26], the asymptotic behavior of I(A) for A --, c~ depends on the shape of the 
hypersurface of (1//~*)G in a neighbourhood Ue(W*,w*), Ue(W*~,w*J), j = 1 . . . .  ,e, of the 
projection(s) 
1 1 (W*,,~*) = ~ (Z*,z*), (W*J,w *j) = -fi: (Z*3,z*J), l< j<e,  
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respectively, of (0,0) onto (1//3")G. The case of multiple projections (W*J,w*J), j = 1,.. . ,  ~, 
can be reduced to the case of a unique projection by partitioning (l/f]*) G into subdomains D j, 
j = 1 , . . ,  ~, such that ~J~ D j = (1//3") G and (W *j, w *j) is the unique projection of (0, 0) onto 
' j= l  
D j . Consequently, 
I(;,) = ~ 5(;0, (57) 
3=1 
where 
Ij(A) := j Ce(F(/3*(W,w));z)exp (-l~[IW, wll2)dWdw. (57.1) 
DJ 
Thus, in the following we suppose that (W*, w*) is the unique projection of (0, 0) onto (1//3") G. 
Let now ¢(W, w) = ¢(W, w; W*,w*) denote a function such that the hypersurface of (1//3")G 
in a certain neighbourhood Ue(W*, w*) of (W*, w*) is given by the set 
{(W,w) ~ u~(w*,w*): ¢(W,w; W*,w*) = o}. 
Assuming that ~b is sufficiently smooth, define the m(r + 1) x m(r + 1) matrix 
Note that 
/~(W*, w*) := - ( I  + 
(5s) 
for large 
EXAMPLE. 
therefore, 
fI(W*,w*) := - I ,  (59.1) 
if (1//3") G has a plane hypersurface in a certain eighbourhood f (W*, w*). If F is given by (50), 
then (59.1) holds for m = 1 and for m > 1 if (W*, w*) lies in the interior of a boundary hyperplane 
of (1//3") G. 
Let then 
H(W*, w*) = (cof hst )s , t= l  ..... m(r+l), (59.2) 
denote the matrix of cofactors of/t(W*, w*) = (hst); if (59.1) holds, then 
H(W*,w*) = (-1)m(r+i)-lI. (59.1.1) 
Using (55), (55.1) and (56), (56.1), asymptotic expansion of I()~) as A -~ co, see [26], yields the 
following approximation of D(oP(x): 
THEOREM 5.2. It" the above assumptions hold, then we have the expansion (being asymptotically 
exact for/3* --'* co) 
1 Ce(F(Z*,z*);x) ( 1 ) 
D(~)P(x) ,,~ (27r)1/~/3 * [j(W,,w.)[1/2 exp -2/3"2 , (60) 
where 
* * . . ,  * * * . * w in ) .  (60.1) J(W*,w*):=(W~,wz,. W~,w*)H(W*,w*)(W~,w 1, ..,W~n, * , 
I fm = 1 and F is given by (50), then, cf. (50.1), (50.2), (52a), IJ(W*,w*)[ = 1, and 
1 1 ( 2 )  ( ^ ~0'R ~ ^  ;x  
D(~)P(x) ~ v~/3"  exp - /3"~ C~ (A,~) -/3* (~o, R~o)1/2 ) 
2~0 _ 
/3"= (~o,R~o)I/2" 
(61) 
(61.1) 
1 v2¢(W.,w.)). (59) 
liVe(W*, w*)ll 
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